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Data Release: Housing party still rolling in Ontario and B.C., quiet everywhere else 

 The Canadian housing market accelerated into 2016, with sales up 0.5% on a m/m basis and 8% year-
over-year. Listings fell by 4.9% in the month, and the market tightened. The sales-to-listings ratio was 
59.2 in January as the overall market slowly edges into seller's territory (one in which sellers have most of 
the bargaining power). The Canadian real estate association defines a balanced market as one with a 
sales-to-listing ratio in the range of 40 to 60.  

 Tighter market conditions pushed the average home price above $470,000, up 17% from a year ago. 
Most of the home price gains were in markets in Ontario and B.C., and excluding these two 
provinces  prices were down by 0.3%. On a quality adjusted basis, the MLS home price index rose by a 
lesser 7.7% year-over-year, but that is the sharpest gain in home prices in over 5 years.    

 From a regional perspective, the Canadian housing market remained a three speed market. There were 
the booming markets in Ontario and British Columbia. Toronto and Vancouver were the hottest in 
January, with the MLS home price index rising 11% and 20% y/y, respectively. However, surrounding 
areas including Hamilton and Victoria also had excessively tight market conditions in the month. Most 
major markets in Ontario and B.C. are now well entrenched in seller's territory. Then there were markets 
that were a bit more stable and well balanced, including Montreal, Quebec City and Halifax. These 
markets experienced decent gains in home sales in January, yet home price growth remains sluggish. 
And, then finally there were the struggling, which includes most Prairie regions. Sales are down heavily 
on a year-over-year basis in Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon and Winnipeg, and home prices 
continued contracting on a quality adjusted basis in the month.  

Key Implications 

 While we continue to believe that things just can't any hotter, markets in B.C. and Ontario continue to 
prove us wrong. Some of the strength in demand in January may be attributed to buyers pulling sales 
forward to get in before higher required down payments for insured mortgages between the price of 
$500,000 and $1 million kicked in yesterday (February 15th). Markets with the most strength in January 
are ones where the average sales price was either fairly close to or in that price range. While from a 
medium-term perspective we do believe the new rules will have a marginal impact on the market, there 
still may be some see some payback in the coming months following the sharp gains experienced in 
January.   

 As we head into 2016, the combination of weaker economic conditions, tighter financial market conditions 
and a number of regulatory changes are likely to outweigh the low interest rate environment across most 
markets in Canada. As outlined in our recent regional housing report, "The Booming, The Struggling 
and the Stable", economic weakness is likely to remain the dominant theme in commodity-driven 
economies, such as Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon and Regina. Whereas Toronto and Vancouver are 
expected to be well supported by foreign investment and positive net interprovincial migration flows this 
year, but still ease off their currently elevated levels. However, every month of double-digit home price 
growth raises the risk of a deeper home price correction down the road.  

https://www.td.com/document/PDF/economics/special/RegionalHousing_Feb2016.pdf
https://www.td.com/document/PDF/economics/special/RegionalHousing_Feb2016.pdf


 With more balanced market conditions elsewhere, overall home price growth in Canada is expected to 
ease to just 2.6% this year, before falling modestly next.   
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